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Stephen Brand
The new edition of City Scene is almost ready to go
the printers for publication in October, I am pleased to
say.
We have a bumper edition, with articles looking to the
future, the present and the past. We have included
the Civic Trust’s Vision as it is important to have a
permanent record of that. There is an article on 20minute neighbourhoods, and a very interesting and
thought-provoking piece on the city boundaries. There
is an update on developments at the Port and on the
mushrooming Public Art around the city. We have a
history of DC Thomson’s buildings in the town and
some articles on Dundee’s role in the Cold War.
There is also a fascinating piece on one of Dundee’s
most important industrial buildings which you are
probably unaware of but which we shall keep you in
suspense about. Remember to renew your
subscription!

I have been involved as editor for the first time, so it
has been a learning curve for me as I have no
knowledge of printing etc. I must pay tribute to our
designer Ian Milne of Limehouse Design, who has
done the design work for the last few editions and
continues with this one, so it has the same feel. Thank you for your time and expertise, Ian. A thank
you also goes to my fellow editors of Roger Illsley, Roderick Stewart, JoJo Neff and Hugh Macrae.
We are already thinking about the edition for October next year and even have an article or two
written. Please feel free to either submit articles or make suggestions as to what you would like to
see in future editions. We are always looking for ideas.
Enjoy City Scene when it arrives.
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Riverside walk on the line?

Donald Gordon

Some Dundee roads have previous history of mixing unsuitable
traffic: Commercial Street allows the unlikely (and tragically,
occasionally dangerous) combination of buses, taxis and
pedestrians. No disrespect to the qualities of any of those
groups – it is the combining of them on one street that has been
worrying. Perth Road, at the bottom of Glamis Road, is an
example of muddled thinking along with the muddling of cars
and cyclists, now in the course of being fixed.
So, let’s look at the new walkway and flood defences on
Riverside Drive to the airport: now completed for a couple of
years, the development was easily good enough to qualify for a
Dundee Civic Trust Commendation in our last round of awards –
see elsewhere in this Newsflash for an update.
The engineering for the flood defence wall is no doubt designed
to last for a hundred years – I certainly expect so, as (like at
Broughty Ferry) there is a lot more hidden than visible. But what
D Gordon
can be seen is solid, elegant and well crafted, and with a good
surface, and there is ample space for the combined users of
pedestrians and cyclists. Ah, but is there? Since the start of our current lockdowns, the use of this
long, wide, straight path has increased substantially; lots more walkers, and 62% more use of bicycles
than before the pandemic, and this is to be applauded. Your correspondent contributes to and has
seen for himself the evidence of this substantial traffic, cycling as I do along Riverside Drive most
Sunday mornings, for about twenty five years.
Again, no disrespect to either of these groups of exerciseseekers; but it is definitely the case that neither group
pays sufficient attention to the other. Walkers spread out
slowly along the whole width of the walkway, not
remembering that it is defined as a “shared path”, and that
other users – cyclists – are as entitled to use the route.
Cyclists (present company excepted, naturally) often
travel too fast for the conditions, in groups, without
pinging their bell when approaching from behind. It is
compulsory for bells to be on most bikes when they are
sold, but a bell can be removed immediately, quite legally.
Some room for a wee piece of legislation there.
The solution, at least an acceptable and simple one,
involves a pot of paint. It has been done successfully
elsewhere, in Drumgeith Road (pictured) and Balgillo
Road, Broughty Ferry. Paint a line down the middle of the
path, with a picture of a walker on one side, and a cyclist
on the other. Users do not need to keep to one side or the
D Gordon
other, but at least they will know to which side to move
when a member of the other group approaches. This
way, we can avoid the spectacle of a walker and a cyclist
moving towards each other, both dancing in a synchronised waltz until one or other moves decisively –
or they collide; and something should be done before this happens.
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Dundee Civic Trust Awards Building and Places

Bill Lynch

The last tranche of the Dundee Civic Trust Awards was in 2019, prepandemic. You will recall that the Awards Panel considered 24
submissions and whittled these down to 3 awards for V&A Dundee,
Water’s Edge, and Dundee Railway station, concourse, hotel.
Commendations were given to Hotel Indigo, Riverside Flood
Protection Scheme, Craig Gowan, Camphill Road and Riverbank,
Dundee Road.
Covid’s reach has meant that we have witnessed a slowdown in
construction leading to a reduction in the number of candidate
buildings, developments and places that could be considered for the
next Trust Awards. We would therefore appreciate your assistance.
We are seeking suggestions for buildings and other projects which
contribute to the city’s built environment and urban scene, and or its
social life, economy, recreational, educational or cultural life that have
been completed since May 2019. If you are aware of, in your view, an
outstanding building, development or place completed since 2019,
please let us know. Projects both large and small are welcome. We
are keen not to overlook any potential developments.

D Gordon

As with everything affected by the pandemic, there has been a ‘lost’
18 months or so. As a result, the Board has not yet decided on a
closing date. The Trust will celebrate its 50th anniversary in 2023 and
one option the Board is considering is whether to delay the next
awards until then. We will decide once we have reviewed
nominations received.
B Illsley

You can email your suggestions to info@dundeecivictrust.co.uk

B Illsley
20-Minute
Neighbourhoods’ by Dr Husam AlWaer

Thursday 21 October 2021, 7.00pm, Dundee Arts Society, Roseangle
Members will be pleased to learn that we plan to re-start our series of winter evening talks on Thursday 21
October 2021.
Dr Husam AlWaer’s talk “20-Minute Neighbourhoods” will challenge us to consider the benefits of living
locally and will examine the need to redesign how we live in the face of climate crisis and in the wake of
covid. Can you easily get everything you need within 20 minutes of where you live? The concept of the 20minute neighbourhood is a way to radically reconsider space, and the idea offers many solutions.
Dr Al Waer is an architect, planner, urbanist and award-winning author. He is currently Reader in
Sustainable Urban Design at the University of Dundee and has a focussed interest in the past and future of
sustainable places, neighbourhoods and cities.
The talk will take place at our usual Dundee Arts Society venue, 17 Roseangle, starting at 7.00pm. There is
no charge and members are encouraged to bring guests.
B Illsley
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Solar gain? Berryhill Solar Farm

Barbara Illsley

Some years ago, Dundee lay claim to the title ‘Scotland’s sunniest city’. While this claim may be open
to debate, solar panels have become a common sight on roofs in and around Dundee, taking
advantage of the city’s south facing location. It is of little surprise, therefore, that there is now a
proposal for a more major solar farm on the slopes of Blacklaw Hill, south of Piperdam Loch.
A planning application by Berryhill Solar Ltd, a company owned by Solar 2 who developed the solar
farm at Errol a few years ago, was submitted to Angus Council in July. The proposal is for a solar
photovoltaic (PV) array and ancillary works on a site covering 118.5 hectares of arable and grazing
land. The solar farm will have a capacity of up to, but not exceeding, 49.9MW. According to the
submitted Planning Statement, it will consist of individual solar panels mounted on racks in rows. The
top of the panels will be 3m off the ground and would face south at an angle of 30 degrees. Planting
of native hedgerows will be undertaken to screen the panels from nearby properties. Access will be
from the local road to Binn Farm.
This is not the first time that such a solar farm has been proposed, with previous attempts dropped at
the pre-application stage following significant local opposition. On this occasion, a public exhibition
was held at Fowlis Easter Hall and once again concerns were raised about the suitability of the site,
traffic, access to walking routes, loss of agricultural land and the impact of glint and glare. On a more
positive note, Murhead, Birkhill and Liff Community Council could receive significant funds for the
community should the solar farm go ahead.
Will this application succeed when it is considered by Angus Council later this year? That is a hard
question to answer. Many factors have to be taken into account: national and local planning policy;
renewable energy policy; ecological impact; access and traffic impact; landscape and visual impact;
glint and glare; comments and objections; and much more. It is interesting to note, however, that the
proposal was potentially subject to Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Regulations as a large
industrial installation for generating electricity, but Angus Council issued a scoping opinion that an EIA
was not needed as it was not considered that development would give rise to significant
environmental effects.

B Illsley
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Nick Day

Planning applications in the last 3 months include proposals for 4/5 storey student accommodation
with mixed uses on the ground floor at 56 Brown Street in Blackness. The Trust has supported
this application. It would help meet the need for more purpose-built student accommodation and is
close to both universities and to other student accommodation proposals approved earlier this year.
H and H Properties have applied for a further 4
houses on their development currently under
construction on the site of the former Macalpine
Primary School. We have queried the plot size of
these houses suggesting the area should be
retained for amenity space. We have also queried
why the houses fronting Macalpine Road seem
unnecessarily close to the pavement.
Following a constructive pre application
consultation involving Trust members zooming the
developers, an application has now been
submitted by Caledonia Housing Association with
G Fleming
Culross Limited for affordable housing (49
houses and 24 flats) at Ballindean Road
Douglas on the 2 hectare former BOC factory site. This significant new development has the
potential for significant benefits to the local community supporting existing shops and other services.
Revised proposals from Edinburgh developers S1 West for the redevelopment of the former Fernbrae
Hospital for 17 flats and 5 houses follow a productive consultation attended by Trust members and
neighbours. The number of flats has been much reduced so that the new buildings and car parking
are much less intrusive. The main listed house is to be retained and converted to flats, the gatehouse
extended to create a small home and the ugly modern hospital buildings are to be demolished. The
substantial open space to the south of the site and most of the trees on the site are to be retained. We
have requested more details of electric car charging points, landscaping and proposals for public art
to be installed on site. The Trust has suggested this could be a flagship development based on the
use of green technologies, generating its own heat and power - heat through ground or air-source
heat pumps providing underfloor heating, and power through solar PV on roofspaces or in separate
arrays at ground floor level.
A young person’s sheltered housing building
for Dundee City Social Work at Southampton
Road, Craigie, is a non contentious single storey
design.

N Day

24 affordable flats are proposed by Dundee
City Council on the site of former tenements at
Blackness Road echoing the tenement tradition.
Wheelchair accessible flats are located on the
ground floor but we have queried the lack of lifts in
this 4 storey development. There is existing car
parking on Glenagnes Street at the rear of the
site.
Dundee University have submitted proposals
for Innovation hub labs at the Technopole
north of Hawkhill. This 4/5 storey development is
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part funded through the Tay Cities Deal and will play a vital role in strengthening the city’s role in the
biomedical sector. The Trust strongly supports the principle of this development, but has suggested the
need for more variety of building and architectural features and more detail of landscaping and public
art. The latter could reflect the science theme similar to the Wellcome building on the other side of
Hawkhill.
Pre application consultations have been held for battery storage units on a substantial site at
Dunsinane Industrial estate. A sign of things to come as the need increases to capture power
generated off peak to be released for peak demand. This follows a similar proposal for the site
bordering South Road and Myrekirk Road. And there is a pre application consultation for the
development of two large warehouses for SSE on Jack Martin Way, Claverhouse East Economic
Development Area north of Fintry. Our initial reaction is that this is an appropriate use here.
The Trust is raising concerns with Angus Council re proposals on greenfield sites for housing
at Victoria Street Monifieth fronting Arbroath Road by Taylor Wimpey to extend their existing estate,
and at Panbride on the northern edge of Carnoustie by Kirkwood Homes. Both are on sites not
allocated for housing in the Angus Local Development Plan and not included in the TayPlan housing
allocations. Approval of these would set an undesirable precedent for other sites in both settlements
where housing developers have expressed an interest. These homes are clearly aimed at Dundee
commuters and as well as increasing traffic on the congested Arbroath Road will reduce the incentive to
develop brownfield sites within the City - sites with good public transport that can support existing
services in communities as part of the 20 minute neighbourhood concept.
An application has been submitted for the conversion and change of use of the 6 storey 1970’s former
Royal Insurance building on the corner of Whitehall Crescent and Crichton Street. The proposals
are to convert the upper floors to form 14 flats and keep the ground floor as a restaurant - currently vacant.
The curtain walling cladding is to be removed and the building reclad in masonry with new window
openings. The Trust supports the principle of residential use here as it will help support city centre
businesses and services. The appearance of the building will be the major factor in the Trust’s consideration
of this application.

Hub Fest - Sunday 26 September 11.00-4.00
A range of exciting activities are planned
at Waterfront Place, beside the V&A, on
26th September. Starting the festivities
will be the official opening of the new
£1.2m Dundee Cycle Hub by the Lord
Provost, Ian Borthwick, and Scotland’s
Active Travel Commissioner, Lee Craigie.
Qualified mechanics will be available
during the day to help you solve any
problems with your bike.
Also on the programme is the launch of
Dundee’s COP26 Activities including a
visit from STORM, a ten-metre high sea
goddess created from recycled material by
the Vision Mechanics.
D Gordon

For more details visit:
https://www.anguscyclehub.org/hubfest?fbclid=IwAR0oYOZ9hHwUz_40QXRtxCzV8r_3ySOmMTkjsa3k3gGBIKnf-2mplsMRf8
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Dundee past and present …. on social media
Stephen Brand
I thought it would be useful to draw members’ attention to the fact that there are quite a few Facebook
groups that regularly post information, articles, and photographs of Dundee past and present. People
are often looking for information on buildings, past businesses or characters in shops or offices and it
can be fascinating seeing what is posted about these often-forgotten items. A rich history can be
revealed as people contribute to the story. Civic Trust members will find a lot of the material very
interesting. I know not everyone might want to be involved in Facebook, but you can join groups and
then just watch what is posted and not comment or post anything yourself. You are often required to
send a request to the administrator of the group before you will receive posts, but this is usually a click
away and you don’t have to provide any personal details. You can delete yourself very easily from a
group if you find it is too much. Some of the groups do post daily so a lot of information can come in.
Here is a list of the groups I have found although this will not include every group. There is more than
enough on these sites to keep you occupied over the winter months.
(13) Dundee City Archives | Facebook
2000 members. A good one to start with as it doesn’t
post too often. They do a street of the week feature.
This site is run by the city archives as you might have
guessed.
(13) meh Dundee | Facebook
26,000 members which is chatty mostly about
Dundee things.
(13) Lost Dundee | Facebook
33,000 members who post about things lost or in
danger of being lost.
(13) Old and New Broughty Ferry | Facebook
8000 members posting about Broughty Ferry
specifically.

(13) Dundonian History for all | Facebook
32,000 members which posts daily on all
things about Dundee. Bert Ritchie seems
to have an endless supply of old
photographs.
(13) Real Dundonian History | Facebook
9,000 members which posts daily on
Dundee’s history.
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Progress on Tay Cities Deal
Barbara Illsley/Brian Cram
There is good news to report on two Tay Cities Deal projects.
First, the University of Dundee has applied for planning permission for a new building as home
for its proposed Innovation Hub (see Planning Update). The building will provide space suitable
for small companies created as spinouts from research at the university. A 37-space car park will
be provided south of the new facility. The new building will be located at the Technopole Campus,
north of the University Bypass, and will sit alongside existing buildings housing similar uses such
as Dundee University Incubator and Dundee City Council Tayside Scientific Services. If planning
permission is granted, it will mean that the Technopole, first designated over twenty years ago to
accommodate technology and research related businesses, will be almost completely developed.

B Illsley

B Illsley

Second, building work has started on the £35m
International Barley Hub at Invergowrie. This is great news as it seeks to secure the long-term
future of the barley sector by helping develop new varieties and growing systems that can cope
with future climate change, plus new uses for the crop. The project is underpinned by decades of
research at the James Hutton Institute and partners, including the University of Dundee, SRUC
and Abertay University, the Rowett Institute, and others. Businesses and sectoral interest groups
such as the Scotch Whisky Research Institute, Maltsters Association of GB, and the National
Farmers Union Scotland form part of the project consortium’s demand side.
When you watch current news programmes and those that relate to climate change it is very
easy to become disheartened and defeated by the tide, the rising tide, of predictions that we are
all doomed. Private Fraser of Dad’s Army was there long before us! To help us see ways forward
we need scientists to work out and develop new and innovative approaches to prevent these
doom-laden predictions from becoming reality.
The International Barley Hub and the Advanced Plant Growth Centre at the James Hutton
Institute, Invergowrie, are two examples of exactly the sort of things that we need, to help change
our future. Increased plant growth requires more water as shown by what happens when the
extraction rates from rivers is increased to support additional crops. The creation of new strains
of barley will help to support our efforts to grow this important crop. The research is helping a
product that is important to Scotland and that seems to me to be very worthwhile.
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UK City of Culture 2025

Steve Connelly

At time of writing, the numerous applicants to become the next UK City of Culture have yet to be
whittled down to a longlist of six. The scheme was inspired by the regenerative eﬀect of
Liverpool’s year as European Capital of Culture in 2008 and is administered by the Department of
Culture Media and Sport in collaboration with the devolved governments of Northern Ireland,
Scotland and Wales. Derry/Londonderry in Northern Ireland was the first to be chosen in 2013
and attracted a million visitors to its 400 events.
Dundee, as part of the Tay Cities region, is in the mix again after its unsuccessful attempt to be
chosen for 2017. Hull was the winner on that occasion and
a report by its university found that it had attracted five
million people, £220 million of investment and 800 new
jobs. Perth also made an attempt to be selected for 2021,
but Paisley was chosen as the Scottish contender on that
occasion.
The successful bid was made by Coventry. It is to be hoped
that in 2025 the chosen place will not face the same
diﬃculties as my native city. The pandemic caused a sixmonth delay to the opening events, which, taking place in a
lockdown, had to be specially designed not to attract large
crowds. The easing of restrictions has since allowed for
large-scale events.
The change of rules to allow groups of places to apply has
opened the door to a joint attempt by Dundee, Perth &
Kinross, Angus and Fife. A successful Scottish or Welsh
bidder would seem likely in the interests of geographic
spread, not to mention political considerations. Other
Scottish hats in the ring are Stirling and parts of the
Borderlands region, which is a combined bid by Dumfries &
Galloway, Scottish Borders, Northumberland, Cumbria and
Carlisle City.

‘The Return’ as part of ‘FAITH’ at Coventry
Cathedral
FixSixPhotography

It will be interesting to see how
the longlisted places develop
their bids. What are the themes
that unite our four local areas
apart from the eponymous
river? We shall hopefully find
out if the Tay Cities region
makes the cut.

Pauline Black from Coventry Moves

FixSixPhotography
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The end of summer…..
The last of the wild flowers, for this year at least,
that have graced the side of Riverside Drive.

Dates for your diary
Thursday 21 October

7.00pm

20-Minute Neighbourhoods

Dundee Art Society Gallery
Roseangle
Dr Husam AlWaer

Editorial Team

CONTACT US
Happy to hear from
you at:

DCT
info@dundeecivictrust.co.uk

Blackadders Solicitors
are proud sponsors of
City Scene

B Illsley
D Gordon
S Connelly
B Cram
B Lynch
S Brand

Head Office
30 & 34 Reform Street
Dundee DD1 1RJ
T 01382 229222
F 01382 342220
E enquiries@blackadders.co.uk

Aberdeen

Dundee

Edinburgh

Glasgow

Perth

The views expressed in this bulletin are those of the contributors and do not necessarily represent those of Dundee Civic Trust
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